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Sabbath Greeting to Everyone!
The people of London have elected the city’s first Muslim mayor, Sadiq Khan, the Labour party
candidate, has a long record of supporting terrorists. His opponents in the race were labeled as motivated
by ‘racism’ or ‘Islamophobia.”
For the next four years, the city of 9 million, once financial and political capital of the world, will be
governed by a man whose judgment, priorities, and fellow travelers provide a scary indication of what he
will do with an annual £16bn budget and an army of police, bureaucrats, and officials Mr. Khan will be
one of the most powerful Muslims in the world.
Breitbart.com reported some of Khan’s history in an article this past week:
“Mr. Khan’s own track record is perhaps one of the most sour of all Muslim politicians in the Western
world. In 1002 he was the lawyer for the Nation of Islam in its successful High Court bid to overturn the
15-year-ban on its leader, Louis Farrakhan. In 2005, and 2006 he visited admitted terrorist Barbar Ahmad
in Woodhill Prison. Mr. Ahmed pleaded guilty to the terrorist offences of conspiracy and providing
material support to the Taliban. And Mr. Khan also campaigned for the release and repatriation of Shaker
Aamer, Britain’s las Guantanamo detainee, who was returned to the UK in November.”
The Conservative Home website lists even more concerns, including:
• “A letter by Khan to the Guardian in the wake of the 7/7 terrorist bombings on London, blaming
terrorism on British Government policy;
• His legal defense of Zacarias Moussaoui, a 9/11 terrorist who confessed to being a member of Al
Qaeda;
• His defense of Islamist extremist Azzam Tamimi. His platform-sharing with Suliman Gani, a
south London imam who has urged female subservience to men, and called for the founding of an
Islamic state.”
The conquest of Europe is progressing as planned right before our eyes. There appears to be no
serious opposition. In 1996 Journalist Judith Miller, who spent many years in the Middle East,
published an epic book entitled, “God Has Ninety-Nine Names.” Ms. Miller described twenty years
ago the philosophy of jihad (holy war) and increasing the umma—the land of Allah—over all Europe.
In the introduction she describes the plan to “…seek to reclaim by securing sufficient political power
to “re-Islamize” ..societies..” If you have not read the book, I strongly suggest that you do so.
One of the results of rejecting God and His instructions is found in Deuteronomy 28:43. It simply
says, “The stranger among you shall rise up very high and you will be brought down very low.” The
curses predicted in that chapter are taking place one by one. God’s word is sure and cannot be broken
(John 10:35).
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